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iigger and b e tte r N ew studio enhances student-run radio
Don E. Smith, Jr.
Lead Writer
On April 5, 1990, Cedarville
■ollege made history when AM
30 WSRN signed on for its first
roadcast.
Associate Professor of Broadasting James Leightenheimer said
le driving mission behind WSRN
Sto produce excellent broadcastrs while keeping WSRN strictly
3r the students of Cedarville Coltge.
“We want a campus-only outlet.
Kir goal is to serve as a training
found for students and [to serve]
'Ur student body, so if we make a
mistake, it does not go to a triounty area,” he said.
For the 1996-97 school year,
i'SRN continues its quest to give
le most up-to-date college news
s well as train broadcasting mairs. They have moved from an 8
lot by 12 foot studio to a new 18
°ot by 22 foot studio.
“It was approved in the budget
'uck in May. The new console that
he disc jockeys have to work with
! a Radio Systems with twelve
hannels that broadcasts in stereo,
he same one WCDR, 90.3 FM,

Senior Mark Button, Chief Announcer of WSRN, and Senior Amy Cartzendafner, Station Manager, broadcast for Cedarville's
student open house on Wednesday. Photo by D. Blackburn.

uses for their on-air studio. The old
one was a mono-console with less
channels,” Leightenheimer said.
Senior Amy Cartzendafner, the
WSRN station manager, said the
greatest difference between the old
and new studios is that the new stu
dio has potentiometers and faders

just like the ones professional sta
tions use.
Cartzendafner said the new stu
dio has given the WSRN DJs a
better attitude.
“It increases optimism about [the
station]. It is fun to show it off and
bring more people up there and have

College holds its first orienteering race
Shannah Campbell
Staff Writer
On Nov. 16, 28 people gathered
r°Und the flag pole in front of the
^hletic C en ter fo r the first
Wnteering Race held on campus,
^■enteering is a sport combining
,!*ny skills; participants must be
to read maps, navigate around a
et course and use their physical
Peed and agility.
fhe participants were grouped
'1° 14 teams of two people. Each
was given amap of the campus
"d a score card. Before the race, 28
'^rkers were set up at different
°>nts around campus and marked
11each of the maps. A word code
1,(1 a number code was printed on
marker, and each flag was worth
Attain amount of points depend“8 on its distance from the starting
®*nt and how easy it was to find.
^ object of the race was to accu‘"‘late points by finding as many

I

markers as possible and writing the
word and number codes on the score
card- Each team was 8iven a fiveminute planning session to come up
with a race strategy. They were then
given 25 minutes to find as many
flags as possible.
The word codes on the flags were
the words to I Corinthians 9:24. “Do
y ° u not know that in a race all the
runners run, but only one gets the
prize? Run in such a way as to get the
prize. After the race, alumnus Ron
Hobar spoke on this verse. Hobar is a
missionary with Athletes in Action,
Prizes were awarded to five of the
teams. Senior Josh Bell and freshman Jon Fuge were the overall winners of the event. They earned all 100
points by finding all 28 markers in a
time of 23:13, and each received
Cedarville College sweatshirts. Sem °rs Dave Eichorn and Brodie
Swanson won Cedarville hats for finishing in second place with 93 points.

Sophomore Darren Weaver and se
nior Darla Anthony also tallied 93
points and won the mixed teams
division, for which they received
certificates for TGIFriday’s. The
female team of freshmen Jennifer
Hutfless and Alisha Sucsy won
Cedarville t-shirts for their score of
89 points. Former RD Eleanor Tay
lor and Assistant Professor of Nurs
ing Dr. Sharon R ahilly were
awarded gift certificates for their
participation.
The overall reaction to the race
was good. Bell said that he and his
partner had a great time. Anthony
said, “I really did enjoy it. I thought
we would use the map more to fig
ure out clues, but it was interest
ing.”
Another Orienteering Race is
being planned for May 10 in John
Bryan State Park. This race will be
harder and will require the use of
compasses along with the maps.

a studio audience. It excites us that
we have a more professional feel,”
she said.
Sophomore Joshua Snyder, who
heads the station’s promotions de
partment, said the studio’s larger
size makes a great deal of differ
ence, allowing the DJs more flex
ibility . It allows them to have several
people in the studio as co-hosts,
especially important on Sunday

night’s Sportsville. Junior Sara
Miller said the open space actu
ally gives announcers greater con
fidence.
“The new studio doesn’t make
me feel as cramped, which helps
with the communication between
the DJ and the audience,” she
said.
Cartzendafner quickly brings
up one of the perks about the
studio that has caught everyone’s
attention.
“We like the windows! It’s
wonderful; we can see outside,
now,” she said.
The windows are really an
added commodity. Lacking win
dows, the old studio caused frus
trations. “In the past we have read
‘There will be a 30 percent chance
of showers’ and then you walk
outside, and it is definitely rain
ing,” junior Dallas Hill said.
The new studio still faces at
least one problem of the old: Many
places on campus cannot pick up
the signal clearly.
“It’s hard to do a shift when no
one is listening. I would like to
see WSRN be taken seriously,
and right now, not everyone can
hear us. Funny, I did a shift for
two years, and I couldn’t get it on
the Hill where I lived,” Hill said.

Engineers to construct
propane fueled vehicle
Cyan Futrell
Staff Writer
For the second consecutive year,
Cedarville’s Department of Engi
neering is actively working on the
Chrysler Propane Vehicle Chal
lenge. The project involves the con
version of aChryslermini-van from
a 3.3 liter V6 internal combustion
engine which runs on injected gaso
line to an engine which runs on
liquid propane.
The point of the competition is to
seek out the possible advantages of
alternative fuels for automotive
purposes. Some of these advan
tages include higher octane, greater
energy content and lower exhaust
emissions. The crux of the compe

tition is to make a vehicle that can
run efficiently on propane fuel
and lower costs of manufacturing
and development.
Assistant to the Dean and As
sociate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering Charles Allport is
the faculty advisor for the project
group which consists of 27 stu
dents from various areas of study
and grade levels. The group meets
every Monday evening around
5:30. At the meeting, they dis
cuss weekly progress and com
pile data for a complex report that
must be submitted with each mini
van entiy.
The meetings covereverything

Continued on page 3
Cedarville College Library
Cedarville, Ohio 45314
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Thursday's Live presents fiesh angle on topic o f sexual purity
Joy Wickholm
Staff Writer
In the largest turnout since
Thursdays Live began in 1991,
over 1,000 students attended one
of the two 98% Pure and Mostly
True performances on Nov. 21.
Students in this fall’s program
used a variety of skits and songs to
remind their peers of the conse
quences of violating God’s prin
ciples of sexuality, and to poke
fun at the sometimes ridiculous
ritual of dating.
Not only was the audience large,
but students in the crowd were
into the experience. Cast mem
bers commented on the audience’s
high energy.
Associate Dean Dr. Carl Ruby
directed the program, working
with RDs Faith Linn, Kirsten
Gibbs and Kezia McNeil. Ruby
pointed out the major role these
ladies played, as they took ideas
from paper and turned them into a
complete program. Linn directed
the drama, selecting students and
helping them polish the skits, while
Gibbs handled organization and
logistics, and McNeil directed the
musical numbers.
This fall, WSRN got involved
as well, taking over pre-show
music, promotions and giveaways.
Overall, about 35 people were di-

takes. Guys may seem to get the
blame, but girls can be just as pushy
and forward.
Ruby asked for student input af
ter this fall’s program, and he plans
to run the student survey again soon.
He said that the student response
has been overwhelmingly positive.
He hopes to get more students in
volved in the actual writing and
adapting of scripts, making them
more accurate and applicable to
everyday situations.
Thursdays Live emerged from a
1990 survey of student values and
practices, as the deans sought an
innovative way to address charac
ter issues. Script writers have de
signed every program around two
main themes: God’s Word is rel
evant today and speaks with author
ity to contemporary issues, and Jesus
Christ deserves to be Lord in every
area of our lives. Thursdays Live
tries to show how students can prac
tically apply God’s Word to every
thing they do.
Senior communication arts major Krista Price plays a character who reminisces over moral failures. Photo by D. Blackburn.
Originally, the school hoped to
address a variety of issues, not
merely sexual purity. Through the
rectly involved in the production.
stale. Skits blended humor with bib- goes beyond avoiding sex. He said years, they have discovered that a
This fall’s Thursdays Live once lical truth and covered topics such students must control their thought humorous medium is very limited
again addressed sexual purity, but as inappropriate use of the Internet, lives and not look for a line to play when dealing with the sensitive
tried to approach it in some new thought life, dating and sex.
chicken with. He also wants stu- nature of some issues. However,
ways. Ruby ’s goal is to prevent the
One thing Ruby wished students dents to know that neither gender is they are planning a program about
program from becoming old and would realize is that sexual purity completely to blame for sexual mis the family for next spring or fall.

A ttention D eficit D isorder com plicates learning for students
Heather Webster
' Staff Writer
A current student quit taking
medication during fall quarter of
his freshman year so that others
would not think he was stupid.
However, when he quit taking the
medication, his grades fell, and he
realized that he had to learn to
compensate. He worked hard and
the next quarter received a 3.3
grade point average. Why did he
have to take medication to get
good grades? Why did he feel that
others thought that he was stupid?
Why did he have to learn to com
pensate? He did all this because he
has Attention Deficit Disorder,
more commonly called ADD.
By federal regulations, Cedarville has to help those diagnosed
with ADD. Currently, Cedarville
is helping five students with ADD
by keeping them accountable, giv
ing them structure, allowing them
to take tests alone or orally and
having them record and type out
lecture notes.

Cedarville’s application process
does not ask any questions about
ADD. Director of Academic Assis
tance Dr. Pamela Johnson said that
the admissions board looks at a
student’s potential, not at what they
are doing. In fact, the only way that
anyone knows if a student has ADD
is if that student writes it on his
student profile, if the student comes
and asks for help out of frustration
or if the student thinks that he has
symptoms of ADD.
“ADD is not considered a learn
ing disorder by most educators.
Those with ADD must be diag
nosed by a medical doctor, whereas
those with learning disorders are
diagnosed by a professional in the
psychology field,” Johnson said.
Johnson also said that those with
ADD and those with learning disor
ders are considered cognitively chal
lenged, but if one has been accepted
by Cedarville he is not stupid.
According to Assistant Professor
of Education Tim Heaton, those
with ADD are bright. Associate

Professor of Education Dr. Sharon
Eimers agreed with him and added
that they are probably the brightest
on campus, but they just cannot
focus and are easily distracted by
things around them. Eimers also
said having ADD is like being on a
constant caffeine high. Those diag
nosed with ADD are constantly
moving and thinking, seeing things
in a totally different perspective.
“Those with ADD need to have a
peace of mind in knowing that they
aren’t weird, but that they have a
condition that can be helped,’’John
son said.
The symptoms of ADD can be
helped in a number of ways. Those
with ADD do not necessarily need
to take medication to get good
grades. Some need medication only
to help them focus at certain times
in a quarter, such as during finals.
Those with ADD need help focus
ing, and medication can help them
do that. Without medication, some
have learned to compensate for dis
tractions by focusing on things that

need to be done.
Eimers helps students learn to
compensate for the distractions
around them by teaching them a
ritual for test preparation. To begin,
she has them arrive to class early,
pick a seat in the room where they
will be away from people and, if
needed, turn their seats toward the
wall, limiting their distractions and
helping them focus on the test. Stu
dents with ADD are unable to go
into a class and sit anywhere, focus
on the questions being asked, think
about the concepts that have been
discussed and block out what others
in the room are doing.
Johnson, Eimers and Heaton all
said that there are students on cam
pus who have ADD and do not even
know it. Those students have learned
to cope with ADD throughout life
and have proven themselves bright.
Many things affect those with
ADD. Those with it must not only
learn to compensate, but they must
also learn to watch what they eat
and make sure that they get plenty

of sleep. Heaton, who has a mild
case of ADD, said that diet affects
those with ADD. He said that they
need to eat lots of proteins and car
bohydrates and avoid caffeine, fast
food, artificial sweetener and pre
served food, all of which aggravate
ADD. Many of those with ADD do
not sleep much because they have
too much energy and are not usu
ally tired. Instead, they need to make
themselves rest and eat the right
foods to make up for their activity.

Wanted!!!!
Individuals, Student Organiza
tions
and Small Groups to Promote

1997 Spring Break Travel
Packages
Earn Substantial MONEY and
FREE TRIPS
Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS

1 8 0 0 327-6013
-

-
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Jesse Deconto
Staff Writer
It began last spring. Cedarville
students interested in ministering to
those at nearby colleges met with
Campus Crusade for Christ repre
sentative Matt Kuchers. Through a
partnership with Cedarville College
students, Kuchers hoped to reach
southwestern Ohio’s secular cam
puses with discipleship and evan
gelism.
Over the summer, Cedarville stu
dents received literature inviting
them to several different confer
ences that would teach them how to
start Bible discussion groups at
schools like Wittenberg, Antioch
and Clark State. Junior Laurie
Weber became Cedarville’s con
tact person, responsible to stay in
touch with Campus Crusade.
On Oct. 11, a group of Yellow
Jackets traveled to Clark State Com
munity College in Springfield where
they surveyed students, hoping this
would spark witnessing opportuni
ties.
The survey questionnaires, which
took less than a minute to fill-out,
asked the Clark State students to
describe their relationship with God
and made the following inquiries:
Would you be interested in discuss
ing the reality of God? Would you
like more information on develop
ing your relationship with God?
Would you like more information
about a Bible discussion group or
Weekly fellowship meeting with

other students? What is your big
gest question about God?
Those who affirmed that they
would merely like to discuss their
relationship with God were and are
being contacted individually.
Senior Julia Smith has met with a
group of girls who are believers
and long for a better understanding
of God’s Word.
“It has been great to call them on
the phone, and to hear an enthusias
tic voice, a hungry voice on the
other end. I have been praying for
boldness, and God has answered. It
is a lot of work, but there is no
greater joy than being involved in
the harvest,” Smith said.
Junior Laura Foeldvari has had
the opportunity to meet with a Clark
State freshman who is a Christian,
but one she said is not well equipped.
“I look forward to getting to know
her better, and possibly, if she is
willing, helping her in serving God
in her everyday life,” Foeldvari said.
About 75 students asked for more
information about a Bible discus
sion group. After several training
sessions, Weber and sophomore
Loren Pierson, the group leaders,
set Nov. 4 as the date for the first
assembly.
Nieman arranged for the students
to gather at the Ardle’s home, a
Springfield couple who attends
Southgate BaptisuThe atmosphere
was light. The first meeting was
simply a time to get to know each
other.

Students to m odify van
Continued from page 1
from the detailed information per
taining to the van itself to the little
things that could make the project
better, like team jackets and shirts.
Anything that can make the project
aPpear more professional could ben
efit the overall scoring in the con
test. In the last meeting, some of the
Questions raised dealt with where
the propane would be bought and
Vvho would be the least expensive
Supplier.
Another aspect of the meeting
deluded detailing the rules and tests
the van would be put through. For
Sample, a large portion of the point
system is based on the Emission
Control tests. Other tests include
how fast the van can start cold, how
"tell it restarts after running, fuel
economy, overall horsepower and

3

an oral presentation. All tests are
scored against each other as well as
a standard set by a stock Chrysler
mini-van.
This year’s competition will be
held in Texas on May 14. The writ
ten report must be submitted by
April 15. This deadline is quickly
approaching, considering the
amount of material that must be
gathered and broken down into a
submitable form.
The group is well into the project,
and things are progressing well.
Last year’s group did not place
high in the competition, though they
did score well on the big point tests.
This year the group hopes to not
only capitalize on these big things,
but to also focus more on the little
items.

Forensics gunning fo r rival, M iam i
Rebecca Bitzel
Staff 'Writer
Phages of Bacteria, Rabies in
America, Laser Heart Surgery, Dan
gers of Olestra, Racism in Poetry:
The terminology in these speeches
would confound most Fundamentals
of Speech classes. For the Cedarville
Forensics Team, such topics have
been winning intercollegiate speech
competitions for 16 years. During
the Fall and Winter Quarters, the 17member team will travel to eight
tournaments.
Under the direction of Professor
of Communication Arts Dr. David
Robey, the team has finished first in
five of the last state tournaments. “I
try to help the students find their
greatest area of strength. Some are
more interested in literature, some
are more comfortable with public
address,” Robey said.
Robey and assistant coach, Assis
tant Professor of Communications
Arts Gary Barker, select team mem
bers representing numerous majors
through an audition process.
“The role model of Scripture [is]
that the Christian is to be a commu
nicator. We are called to be the salt of
the earth. We are to be skillful com
municators,” Robey said.
Intercollegiate speech competi
tions feature three categories. Public
Address events include informative
and persuasive presentations. As a
general rule, the more technical the
speech, the better. In Literature In

terpretation, the second category,
speakers can opt to read a single
piece of writing, or a collection of
poetry with a related theme. While
students cannot rehearse for the fi
nal category, Limited Preparation,
they must still spend hours gather
ing information on contemporary is
sues. Impromptu speakers receive a
topic and immediately deliver a
speech covering current events.
Each year, the state of Ohio se
lects an experimental event. This
year, the wild card speech is the
Religious Informative. “[This is ] a
neat opportunity for students to share
our faith,” Robey said.
At the same time, there can be no
“religious jargon” that non-Chris
tians would find confusing. Sopho
more Julie Forstrom is working on a
speechaboutBilly Graham. “You’re
no longer in the Cedarville arena.
You have to make your language in
a way they’ll understand,” she said.
Each team member works with
several speeches during the year,
making adjustments and refinements
with each delivery. Senior co-cap
tains D errick Green and Eric
Sorensen compete in as many as six
events. At every tournament, a stu
dent takes the platform 15-25 times,
depending on whether or not he
makes the finals.
Those who are in their first year of
forensics compete atthenovice level.
Veteran speakers participate in the
open, or varsity division. Some tour

naments, including the state compe
tition, feature “sweepstakes” that
award trophies to the school which
accumulates the most points.
More often than not, the Cedar
ville students are competing against
each other and their own previous
performances. “The students are
basically competing against them
selves. Their goal is to better their
performance each time,” Robey said.
While they compete as individu
als, peer review and team bonding
plays a major role in whether the
team as a whole will be successful.
At tournaments, they encourage each
other and loosen up during the van
ride.
“You’re calmer having a good
time. You know there is more to it
than just competition. There’s sup
port there for each other,” Forstrum
said.
The team will rely on each others’
sharpening skills in February’s state
tournament to be held at Capital
University. While Cedarville gener
ally emerges as the top college, for
the past two years* they have fin
ished second overall behind Miami
University. The irony: Miami is
coached by a 1991 Cedarville alum
nus and former forensics participant,
Jeff Joyner.
The Forensics team will be on the
road this weekend for a tournament
at Ohio State University.

"Holy Father" plans to break embargo
Benjamin M. Kanzeg
Columnist
Have you ever heard the one about
the Pope and a Communist walking
into a bar? This may sound like the
beginning of a bad joke, but it could
soon be a reality. Many times, truth is
stranger than fiction.
Last week in an unprecedented
meeting at the Vatican, the “Holy
Father” held a private audience with
Fidel Castro, the revolutionary Com
munist leader of Cuba. The two men
discussed a Papal visit to_ the island
nation sometime next year. Cuba is
the only Latin American country the
Pope has not visited. The Associated
Press reported that the Pope’s accep
tance of the invitation indicates that
he would be permitted to travel freely
and visit with anyone during his visit.
Although a shrewd political maneu
ver by Castro, this extension of an
invitation is long overdue.
In recent decades a seemingly in
separable link between socialist gov
ernments and the Catholic religion
has arisen in Latin American coun

tries. Known as “liberation theology,”
this combination of religion and poli
tics has fueled many uprisings which
have only strengthened the tie be
tween the two. With this in mind, it
seems impossible that the leader of
one of the last bastions of Commu
nism on the planet has not allowed
religion in his country since he took
control. This fact increases the sig
nificance of what will take place in
1997 when the Pope visits Cuba.
Such a visit by the “Holy Father”
will have serious implications for
democratic countries like the United
States. For the past 34 years, the
United States has maintained an em
bargo against Cuba because of its
close proximity to Florida. Our fear
of Cuba emerged from our firm anti
Communist doctrines which evolved
during the cold war. These doctrines
have led us to view Cuba, and its
leader, as somehow unworthy of the
benefits of our democratic society.
By inviting the Pope to come to his
country, Castro may be trying to dem
onstrate that he is neither the threat

nor the tyrant many believe him to
be.
Regardless of Castro’s motives,
the Pope’s acceptance of the invita
tion does not legitimize the totalitar
ian regime the Communist leader has
created. The Papal visit should serve
as an example to the United States in
how to carry out a world leadership
role. Without condoning Castro’s
tyrannical rule, the Pope will seek to
meet a specific need of the people.
He is going as a minister to the large
Catholic population in an openly athe
istic nation. While avoiding the trap
pings of being apolitical or economic
pawn, the Pope may open avenues to
discovering true religious faith.
For these reasons, the United States
should support the Pope and his ef
forts in Cuba. Furthermore, we should
follow his example of looking past
politics to the more important issues
at hand, the needs of the citizens. In
this way, our goal should be to foster
hope and opportunity for the people
of one of our closest geographic
neighbors.
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W haley continues stellar m usical career at C edarville C ollege
Erica Chung
Staff Writer
In describing Associate Profes
sor of Church Music Dr. Vernon
Whaley, the word “interesting”
would be an understatement. Per
haps the word “amazing” would be
better, for his accomplishments have
been amazing.
W haley
g raduated
from
Nashville’s Freewill Baptist Col
lege in 1972 with a bachelor’s of
arts in Bible and music with an
emphasis on voice. After gradua
tion, he moved to Albany, Ga.,
where he was a minister of music
and youth. While he was there, he
hosted a contemporary Christian
music radio show, A Reason to Sing,
which aired on the town’s number
one rock station from 1974 to 1979.
During this time, he also attended
Luther Rice Seminary in Jackson
ville, Fla., earning a Minister of
Church Music degree and a Doctor
of Ministry degree.
From 1979 to 1985, he chaired
the music department at Freewill
Baptist College. During this time,
he received his second master’s
degree, this time in music educa

tion from Middle Tennessee State
University. Through Freew ill’s
choir, he became involved in the
recording industry. The choir re
corded some of their music and
helped out with publishing demos.
In 1985, he and his family moved
to Oklahoma, where he attended
the University of Oklahoma in
Norman. While there, he was com
missioned to write its centennial
theme song, which he recorded with
First Call.
In 1992, he received his doctor
ate in music education with an em
phasis in composition. He wrote his
dissertation on the history of gospel
music publishing from 1940to 1960.
Not only does he have a great
deal of knowledge in the field of
music, he is also currently involved
in the Christian music industry.
Throughout the years, he has un
dertaken various projects. In 1990
he started a publishing company,
Integra Music Group. The group
specializes in writing music such as
A Christmas Messiah, Vivaldi’s
Gloria and Mendelssohn’s Elijah
for children’s choirs. He also ar
ranged and scored the music used in

the Tapestry o f Praise.
In 1995, he resigned from Free
will, so he could devote his time to
the publishing company. In June of
the sam e year, Dr. C harles
Clevenger, the chair of Cedarville’s
Department of Music, asked Whaley
to join the faculty. Whaley had got
ten to know Clevenger through As
sociate Professor of Instrumental
Music Charles Pagnard. The Caril
lon Brass, a group with which
Pagnard is involved, had worked
with Whaley on two recording
projects. After a recording session,
Pagnard and Whaley came to Ce
darville, and it was at that time
Clevenger got to know him.
Whaley joined the Cedarville fac
ulty in November, 1995. His wife
Beth, his daughter Laurie, a senior
communication arts major, and his
son Jeremy, a sophomore music
major, moved here in January, 1996.
In the short year that he has been
at Cedarville, he has done many
things. He has helped to create and
develop a new major, the Church
Music Ministry major, which was
approved in May. Previously, this
was only available as an emphasis.

Missionary doctor teaches on furlough
Jennifer Bear
Staff Writer
This year, Instructor of Biology
Dr. Dennis Sullivan joined the Ce
darville faculty. Sullivan, a surgeon
and medical missionary in the Cen
tral African Republic, is on fur
lough from Africa after being
evacuated due to political unrest.
Currently, he teaches classes such
as Anatomy and Physiology, and
Human Structure and Function.
Sullivan brought his wife Barbara,
and his three daughters, Julie, Jenny
and Joy with him to Cedarville.
Although home-schooled in Africa,
his daughters now attend Dayton
Christian Schools.
Sullivan grew up in Niles, Ohio,
where his parents raised him in
Catholicism. He attended Youngs
town State University and then Case
Western Reserve University, where
he received an MD in surgery. As
an undergraduate, he was active in
the campus Catholic organization.
However, he said that he began to
question this religion, feeling God
to be distant. He experimented with
various religions, until his first year
in medical school when he was ex
tremely impressed with a classmate
and his lifestyle. The classmate
eventually shared the gospel with
Sullivan, who ended up accepting
Christ.
In his third year of medical school,
he met two people who have had a

profound influence on his life. One
is his wife and the other is a mis
sionary from Chad, Africa. After
talking with the missionary and vis
iting Chad, Sullivan said he saw
what missions meant and what it
meant to be “totally sold out” for
Christ.
He was married in his fourth year
of medical school, then had five
years of surgical training and spent
two years in the army. In 1985, he
and his wife joined Baptist Mid
Missions and spent a term in Haiti;
however, Sullivan said that he real
ized there was a great need in the
Central African Republic (CAR).
In May, after three and a half
years in the CAR, they were forced
to leave due to political unrest. This
July, he got a call to see if he was
interested in teaching at Cedarville,
where he had taught a quarter four
years ago. Because he wanted to
have an intense missions impact on
one school, Sullivan chose to teach
at Cedarville rather than travel from
school to school.
Sullivan has three main goals this
year at Cedarville. They include
teaching with a conceptual and clini
cal understanding, promoting mis
sions on campus— specifically to
the Central African Republic—and
providing a Christian role model
and example of students planning
on full-time missions.
In the classroom, Sullivan said he

uses the critical thinking approach.
His goal is to teach understanding,
not memorization. Sullivan said that
because he is a surgeon, he empha
sizes practical application.
“My students have heard me say
this over and over, visualize, don’t
memorize,” he said.
In Africa, Sullivan taught general
medicine, surgery, nursing and
Bible to Africans, many of whom
had no high school diploma. The
African tribe that he targets is the
Borroro tribe, a M uslim tribe.
Sullivan worked at the Ippy (pro
nounced Ee-py) Hospital, which has
existed since 1950. Barbara taught
literacy and worked at the missions
station.
Sullivan said that CAR needs
many more missionaries, in all ar
eas, from medical personnel to youth
workers to business people. The
Sullivans will be returning to Af
rica in August. In the meantime, he
said he wishes to express the impor
tance of missions.
“By just going [to the mission
field], even short-term, it changes
your whole perspective,” he said.
He said he is available to speak to
anyone with questions or an interest
in missions. His home e-mail ad
dress is Sulliyad@erinet.com, and
his office is in ENS 218A.
“I’m not an arm-twister, but I am
here as a resource concerning mis
sions,” he said.

Whaley’s involvement and inter
est in church music does not stop
here. Besides teaching various
classes in church music, he is also
involved in coordinating a summit
on church music which Cedarville
will host March 3-5. Fifty people
have been invited to attend, includ
ing pastors, music ministers, pub
lishers, editors and artists. As of
now, 40 have confirmed. Some of
the guests attending the conference
are Steve Green, Steve Camp,
Buddy Green, Warren Wiersbe, Joe
Johnson, Don Wyrtzen and Dan
Milheim, a worshipleaderfor Prom
ise Keepers. They plan to discuss
such topics as the controversy over

styles of music in the worship ser
vice and various approaches in wor
ship. This conference is for faculty
only, but there will be a praise ser
vice on Tuesday night for the entire
college family.
Although Whaley has become an
important addition to the music fac
ulty, he still works on arranging,
recording and publishing. Last
Spring, he helped Pagnard with the
engineering and production of the
recording, Prism o f Praise. He also
produced At The Last Trumpet, a
recording made by the Cedarville
Brass Choir for the Integra Classic
label.
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D espite departm ent's grow th, few m en m ajor in social w ork
worship seriches in woris for faculty
a praise serfor the entire

Heather Fourman

Staff Writer
Cedarville's social work program
has existed for six years. Under the
direction of Assistant Professor of
is become an Social Work Cynthia Sutter-Tkel,
te music fac- the program has grown to include
n arranging, 53 students this year. Despite this
shing. Last positive growth, Sutter-Tkel is conlard with the cemed because out of these 53 stu
iction of the dents, only one is male, and only
aise. He also one male has ever graduated from
Trumpet, a Cedarville with a social work de
s Cedarville gree.
According to Sutter-Tkel, the
egra Classic
lack of male social workers at Ce
darville represents what is happen
ing in the profession of social work
on a larger scale. Statistics com
piled in 1991 by the National Asso
ciation of Social Workers showed
that 75 percent of the association’s
members were women. Of the total
Humber of men belonging to the
association, 86 percent were over
the age of 35. Sutter-Tkel said that
these statistics demonstrate the

feminization of social work and also
reveal that younger men are not
entering the profession.
Sutter-Tkel said that it is unfortu
nate that the stereotype of female
social workers has developed in our
society, because there are many ar
eas within social work where men
are very much needed. She said that
the men who are in social work tend
to gravitate toward the areas of ad
ministration and program direction,
instead of being out of contact with
people. The real need within the
social work profession is for men to
be involved in situations in which
male clients may feel more com
fortable talking to a male social
worker.
Assistant Professor of Social
Work Dr. Nelson Henning said that
men usually feel more comfortable
talking to male social workers in
prison situations or in the cases of
chem ical dependency. Senior
Lowell Herschberger, the lone male
social work major, said that there is

opportunity within the profession
for men to act as role models to
children and to help other men be
come better fathers.
Herschberger said that one of the
reasons men are not entering the
profession is that they do not realize
that a social work degree is best
suited to the work they wish to do.
He said that men interested in ca
reers in criminal justice, mental
health, counseling or helping youth
and the elderly would be perfect
candidates for the social work pro
gram. He said that the social work
degree is very versatile. Unlike other
degrees that require further school
ing, a bachelor’s level degree in
social work allows one to begin
working immediately.
Herschberger also said that many
men avoid social work because they
have accepted the view that it is just
women’s work. “Our culture views'
women as having the verbal and
social skills. So men tend to hide
away, thinking that they do riot have
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men have to be willing to look for
them.
Sutter-Tkel said she has tried to
think of ways to interest male stu
dents in becoming social workers.
She said two social work sponsored
organizations, Habitat for Human
ity and Homes for Life, both in
volving physical labor, did not draw
as much interest among male stu
dents as she would have liked. Male
involvement in the annual social
work chapel and male social work
instructors have both failed to gen
erate a core group of male social
work students.
Herschberger said one way to help
more men consider social work
would be to guide them in making
wiser career choices. He said that
networking C edarville’s Career
Services with the social work pro
gram and other related programs
such as psychology could ensure
that those men leaning toward so
cial work end up in the right pro
gram.

Business m ajor chosen
for study-at-sea program
Debbie Allen

t $20.00

dlle.edu

these skills,” he said.
He said that men must realize
that they also possess the verbal
and social skills necessary to be
involved in a helping profession,
and they must take the responsibil
ity upon themselves to develop these
skills.
Henning said that he is concerned
that men seem to not want to be
identified in serving fields such as
social work. “It’s like men feel they
can’t have the gift of service,” he
said.
He said that women are not the
only ones who can serve, and that
men should look to Jesus as their
ultimate example of service.
Sutter-Tkel said that men also
use money as an excuse to avoid
social work. According to SutterTkel, many men say, “I need to be
able to support my family, and I
can’t do it in social work.”
Sutter-Tkel said that this idea is a
myth, and Herschberger agreed. He
said good jobs are available, but

Staff Writer
Have you ever had the bug to
travel around the world? Sopho
more international business major
and missions minor Sara Bosaw
did, and she took action to make
that dream come true.
Along with approximately 550
students and 40 faculty members,
Bosaw will be traveling on a cruise
ship around the world from January
30 to mid-May. She has been ac
cepted to a program at the Univer
sity of Pittsburgh called Semester at
Sea. Acceptance to this program is
based upon such things as tran
scripts, GPA, an essay about one of
the ports that will be visited and
other things similar to normal col
lege acceptance requirements.
While traveling, students will take
classes about the ports they visit
and spend 4 to 6 days of field expe
rience at each port. The itinerary
begins with departure from Nassau
to Venezuela, continues to Brazil,
South Africa, Kenya, India, Viet

nam, the Philippines, Hong Kong
and Japan, and ends with arrival in
Seattle.
“As an international student, I ’m
really excited about the opportunity
to see a wide variety of areas of the
world and develop a broader per
spective of how people live,” she
said.
Bosaw likes the idea that this will
be a hands-on learning experience
and not just a tourist trip. She will
be actively involved in the learning
and experiencing process. While at
port, she will go on a safari in Kenya,
sit in on business meetings in Japan,
interact with students at different
colleges and stay with host fami
lies.
“I’m excited about meeting other
people who have the same interests
as me and love traveling. I value my
experience at Cedarville, but I’m
ready to move on,” she said.
More information about the pro
gram can be obtained by contacting
the Institute for Ship Board Educa
tion, University of Pittsburgh.
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Opinion/Editonal Pngn
A book on lim e travel, wormholes, and other disturbing notions
Danny Cook
Editor
It has been almost 92 years since
Einstein made public his works on
the Theory of Relativity, thus de
stroying the notion of absolute time.
But Einstein did not close the book
on time theory-on the contrary, he
raised more questions than he an
swered. Australian astrophycist,
Paul Davies, has recently published
a book w hich m oves beyond
Einstein, pushing into uncharted
waters in an attempt to explain the
age old question—what is age? What
is time?
About Time: Einstein’s Unfin
ished R evolution (Sim on and
Schuster 1996), is written for the
average, scientifically impoverished
guy like myself. Unless you spent
your teen years as a hobo or in a
coma (i.e. have never been in high
school), this stuff should be com
prehensible.
Davies starts from Einstein’s as
sertion: “Time and space are not, as
Newton had proclaimed, absolute
and universal for all observers to
share. Instead, they are in some
sense malleable, able to stretch and
shrink according to the observer’s
motion.”
He goes on to explain general
relativity through the famous Twin
Paradox. You may have heard it: It
works on the principle that the faster
an object goes toward the speed of
light (300 million meters per sec
ond in a vacuum), the more time it
takes for that object to slow down.
Therefore, if Twin A stays on the
earth while Twin B flies (near
lightspeed) in a rocket into space,
Twin B will age much less quickly
than Twin A. When Twin B returns
to Earth only a few years older,
Twin A will be at the nursing home
under a pile of afghans.
The book proceeds to explain
many of the theories and experi
ments which have arisen since
Einstein’s breakthrough. It moves
at a jaunt, and is not at all like
reading a textbook. Instead, Davies
becomes a kind of self-appointed,
private tutor, giving us a smidgen of
history, a smidgen of philosophy, a
smidgen of weird anecdotes and a
big smidgen of astrophysics. When
things get difficult to understand,
he slows down and uses illustration
after illustration. When things are
not convincing (some of this stuff
runs contrary to everyday experi
ence, or just plain appears impos
sible), he plays the devil’s advocate.
But always, he keeps you inter
ested.

He asks all the tough questions:
Did the Big Bang Occur? What was
before the Big Bang? Are timewarps
or so-called “wormholes” possible?
Are there alternate universes “par
allel” to our own? Is backwards
time travel possible? (Experimen
tation proves we can send individual
particles back, but the real question
is: Can we send back an entire Marty
McFly into the past? And if so,
could we get him back?) Is time
something real, or just an illusion
created in our minds to help us
make sense of the world? How long
is the present? Do the words
“present,” “past” and “future” have
any meaning?
Davies takes a refreshingly ob
jective look at time theories, argu
ing first for, then against each, before

giving a tentative guess. Other books
of this genre can be noticeably bi
ased (i.e. Stephen Hawking’s A Brief
History o f Time) or just plain ludi
crous, as is Frank J. Tipler’s book,
The Physics o f Immortality. Tipler’s
is worth mentioning just for its jaw
dropping oddness: As the title sug
gests, Tipler thinks we can use the
properties of the universe to beat
time, in other words, to become
eternal. He implores humans to get
their acts together and begin popu
lating space, which is the first step
in his plan. Here is a brief sketch of
Tipler’s pipe dream: 1) Create arti
ficial intelligence which can repro
duce human DNA on other planets
2) Devise a vehicle which can go
near the speed of light— this ve
hicle will cart human DNA every

where 3) Populate the entire uni
verse with ourselves, or creatures
as intelligent as humans 4) And
here’s the kicker: By the time we
have populated the entire universe,
it will be almost time for the Big
Crunch, when it should, according
to some scientists, collapse on it
self. But if we can engineer it to
collapse sideways, all men past and
present will experience a phenom
enon called the Omega Point-in
effect living forever.
Sure. W e’ll get right on that,
Tipler.
Whereas Tipler builds his theory
from a multiplicity of improbable
premises, Davies takes extra pre
cautions to explore all avenues and
never jump to conclusions. And
unlike Tipler, he does not suggest
we do anything with our new knowl
edge. It's pure, knock-your-socksoff science.
If there is a message in the book
at all, it is that we’re missing some
thing. Even ninety-plus years after
Einstein, time is still aggravatingly
elusive. In the preface Davies wrote
“.. .more worry ingly, Einstein’s time
is seriously at odds with time as we
humans experience it. All this leads
me to believe that we must embrace
Einstein’s ideas but move on. The
orthodox account of time frequently
leaves us stranded, surrounded by a
welter of puzzles and paradoxes.”
Indeed it does. Here are some
mind-bogglers presented, but not
necessarily endorsed, by Davies:
In a black hole, time ceases en
tirely. A black hole is a collapsed
star, which has shrunken to a core of
infinite density, or what they call a
singularity. No light can escape from
a black hole; this is why it is black.
Get it? But more interesting is the
stupendous gravity inside a black
hole, which makes time at its edges
nearly stop, and time at its core
completely stop. Assuming a per
son could survive at the edge of a
black hole, without being sucked
into the singularity, he or she could
watch the whole of time occur, while
to him only a micro-second would
have passed. Amazing.
There may be a universe which
mirrors ours in every way, but in
which time runs backwards. In our
universe, time has a definite direc
tionality: You drop a plate, then it
shatters; you hit the cue ball, then
the center triangle of pool balls
breaks. But what says that things
couldn’t flip flop? Why must cause
precede effect? Why can’t the shat
tered pieces of a plate jump off the
floor and back into your hand? Why
can’t we remember our futures and

look forward to our pasts? Davies
says that beyond the singularity of a
black hole, there may be a world
parallel to our own, but running in
reverse order. Mathematically, it’s
a possible solution. In reality, whc
knows? Biblically speaking, o:
course, it would make for on«
messed up theology.
There may be wormholes, oi
shortcuts between points in space•
W e’ve seen this one on Star Trek
but wouldn’t you know, a numbei
of astrophysicists take it seriously
Knowing as we do that space ant
time are interwoven and bend ii
certain areas due to heavy bodie:
(what we call gravity is very likel)
only ‘bent space ’), could space-tim<
possibly bend around far enough t(
reconnect with itself? If so, yot
would have a “wormhole,” or patt
by which you could literally zinl
from one point to another. It’s pos
sible, says Davies, but not likely.
Could the whole universe be noth
ing but a single atom—neutron
proton and electron— which con
stantly zig-zags and changes direc
tion in time, causing an observer U
think there were billions and bil
lions o f atoms in the form ofpeoph
and planets, etc.? This wins tfo
contest for Most-Bizarre Theory,
won ’t go into the argument for this
it is mind-numbing and, I hope
dead wrong.
Time does not really “flo w ”; w'<
only think so because our brainrearrange and fill in the glitches
Davies does take this for truth. Sub
jectively, the human mind pub
events into sequences and wholes
but time is really fragmented an<
inconstant. There are gaps and hole
in time. Explains Davies, “The cifl
ema industry depends on the phe
nomenon that what seems to us
movie is really a succession of stil
pictures, running at 25 frames pe
second. We don’t notice the join*
Evidently, the ‘now’ of our cofl
scious awareness stretches over a
least 1/25 of a second.” In othe
words, we experience events $
uniform and continuous in time e vel
when they are not. If time ha
glitches and fissures, we wou!‘
never even know. Wow.
For the hard-core Ph.D., this bod
might be a bit simplistic. It resod
to difficult mathematics only a s 1
last resort, while most of the tiid
sticking to visual analogies. But t(
the average, curious pedestrian, >|!
a godsend.
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Chris Ashcraft
Staff Writer
It’s Sunday night after church
and you’re really hungry. Some
how you don’t find Chuck’s very
appealing, and your roommate has
finished off your “good stuff’ from
those neat little study break boxes.
Peeking your head into the hall,
you catch som e odoriferous
emanations...breadsticks!
Instantly you make a break for
the phone, where you have a choice
between the ‘Ville’s two pizza
shops, Colonial’s and Giovanni’s.
I enjoy pizza and breadsticks,
and I too have had those Sunday
night urges. To satiate my hunger,
I have explored the two Cedarville
pizza shops. While I was explor
ing, my mission, similar to the
Apostle Paul’s, became clear: to
edify.
Dial 2000, and you’ll hear,
“Giovanni’s, may we help you?” I
ordered a ham and onion pizza, and
said I would stop in to eat it there in
45 minutes. As my girlfriend and I
walked in, we were welcomed by a
waitress, a Cedarville College stu
dent, who then seated us. She
brought our pizza out and gave us
these really cool napkins that said,
“Giovanni’s: PizzaPower.” Along
with the napkins, I was impressed
by their extra-sturdy silverware.
Why, I think it’s not been since my
freshman year that I have used a
fork at Chuck’s that wasn’t all bent
up. I did, however, miss those trays
that have the special Cedarville
emblem on them.
Later, I went back to Giovanni ’s,
and I talked with the owner, Gor
don Yanke. Yanke proudly told me
that he had opened Giovanni’s on
Aug. 8, 1989, at 11 a.m. Yanke is
originally from Connecticut, where
he taught school in a Lutheran
church before he began graduate
studies. Later, he took a year off
from school to work with the Boy
Scouts. It was then that Giovanni’s
approached him about managing a
pizza shop. He accepted and began
to search for a location.
While looking for a place to open
shop, he happened to drive through
the metropolis of Cedarville.
“I saw two Cedarville College
students walking down the side
walk, and I asked them if there was
a good pizza shop in town. They
replied, ‘No,’” Yanke said. That
encounter encouraged him to open
his pizzeria here in Cedarville.
Yanke said that the two things
that set a Giovanni’s pizza apart
from the competitors are their sauce

and their dough. He said that their
breadsticks testify to that; they sell
400 to 500 orders a week. Yanke
gave me a sam ple o f these
breadsticks, their most popular item,
and they did satiate my hunger pangs.
The Yankes not only sell pizzas;
they also sell llamas. The Yankes
own 10 llamas, and two babies are
due around Christmas. He said that
if any Cedarville College students
would like to see the llamas, they
should give him a call.
Dial 5779, and you’ll reach Colo
nial P izza and D eli. I called
Colonial ’s and ordered the same way
I had for Giovanni’s. When I walked
. in, the warm atmosphere invited me
to stay. My girlfriend and I waited
with contentment because the res
taurant was quiet, and there hap
pened to be no other Cedarville
College students there! I can’t even
walk into a mall on a Monday in
Montana without seeing another
Cedarville student...they seem to be
everywhere.
As we waited for our pizza, I no
ticed several aspects of the restau
rant that promoted good digestion:
The yellow, teal and black color
scheme enhanced my dining experi
ence. The tile floor was very clean,
and the teal wallpaper gave the res
taurant a very sophisticated temper.
Overwhelmed by the motif of the
pizza shop, I was surprised by our
waiter who was quick to bring us our
toasty ham and onion pizza. Mmm.
Mmm.
Later, Sandy Acton, Colonial’s
owner, spoke with me about their
food and what makes the restaurant
unique. She said that the most popu
lar item is the 18 inch pepperoni
pizza, and she said Colonial’s is
unique because of the relationship it
has with the people in the commu
nity. She said they have a good repu
tation with the people of Cedarville.
Acton said that many of their cus
tomers are permanent residents, yet
they still serve many students, fac
ulty and staff of the college.
Acton has managed Colonial’s
since it opened in June of 1981. “My
motto has always been to try hard to
give a good product for the smallest
price possible,” she said.
Her effort is evident, and her busi
ness has grown. Currently, she is
looking for a larger building for her
pizza shop.
Whether it’s a Sunday night or
any night of the week, Giovanni ’s or
Colonial’s would enjoy your busi
ness, and I ’m sure you would enjoy
their food.

Colonial Pizza was first opened in 1981 by Sandy Acton, who said that Colonial's most popular item is their 18 inch pepperoni piz;
Photo by D. Blackburn.

Giovanni's Pizza opened for business in 1989. Owner and operator, Gordon Yanke, said that Their sauce and breadsticks made
them unique. Photo by D. Blackburn.
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Streisand m ovie adds nothing new to hackneyed love genre
Ben Barnhart
Columnist
It is not often that I feel the need
to address my reading audience di
rectly, but this review requires that
I reveal something about myself as
a film critic.
Upon examining my past re
views, I find that it has been easier
to write negative, rather than posi
tive, reviews about the films I’ve
seen. I would hope the readers of
this column would not suspect that
I choose films that I know I am
going to dislike. For your sakes, I
will state that I chose to see The
Mirror Has Two Faces, fully ex
pecting myself to not only enjoy it,
but also to be able to write a fairly
positive review about it. However,
I’m sad to have to say that this film
has few, if any, redeeming quali
ties.
The Mirror Has Two Faces is the
story of two college professors, one
who has never found love and an
other who has always confused love

with sex. Jeff Bridges plays Gre
gory, a mathematics professor who
finds himself disgusted at his inabil
ity to hold a sex-free relationship
with any woman. Barbra Streisand
stars as Rose, a literature professor
who feels she is too homely and
uninteresting to attract any man. She
has dated men in the past, only to
lose them to her sister, a kind of sex
symbol throughout the film.
Gregory places an ad in the school
paper stating that he would like to
meet a woman who is unconcerned
with sex in their relationship, and
Rose answers. Actually, Rose’s sis
ter answers the ad for Rose because
she thinks a man who is uncon
cerned with sex is the only kind of
man Rose could get.
Rose and Gregory become good
friends almost instantly. Within a
month, Gregory finds himself ask
ing Rose to marry him on the condi
tion that they marry for friendship
and not sex. His reasoning is based
upon the idea that people often marry

for sex, and he wants to build a
marriage based solely on friend
ship. Their marriage begins to fall
apart when the novelty wears off,
and Rose realizes that she feels
unfulfilled in their current agree
ment.
Gregory leaves for a month to
lecture in Europe on his latest book.
Upon leturning, he finds a beautiful
new Rose who has spent the month
in health clubs and beauty parlors to
reveal that she is more than a won
derful personality. Like the imma
ture male that he is, Gregory wants
to know what could possibly have
been wrong with their arrangement.
In the ensuing struggle, he realizes
that he loves Rose with a part of
himself that is completely illogical,
unlike their former arrangement
which was based on logic rather
than emotion.
I would not dislike this film so
much if it did not have so much
potential. I think the director of this
film set out to explore the founda

tions on which relationships are
built, hoping to see that there is
something more to a marriage than
sex.
He ends up raising many excel
lent questions: Does a relationship
need passionate love to survive?
Can two people love each other on
purely logical grounds? Is there a
difference between best friends of
the opposite sex and a married
couple?
In the beginning, the film seems
to state that a relationship between a
man and a woman does not have to
involve sex to be fulfilling for both
people, which I think is a smashing
idea. As the film progresses, though,
it lapses into the romantic notion of
love, which it had first criticized.
On one level, the film serves as an
excellent model of a healthy pro
gression for people who are inter
ested in building relationships on
lasting idealsTrather than temporary
ones like appearance, beauty and
sex. On a different level, though, the

film confuses the viewer. It moves
from the position that love can exist
without sex, to the position that love
requires some amount of gratifica
tion to exist, without forwarding
sufficient evidence to justify the
shift.
As this film sets out to break the
boundaries of the typical love film,
it comes sadly short of bringing out
anything that the typical movie-goer
hasn’t seen already. It could quite
possibly be called the epitome of a
kitschy, pop culture love story rolled
up in film.
The film’s only redeeming qual
ity is that it raises some good ques
tions for a culture which often finds
itself asking if sex is really the end
in a relationship; however, itdoesn’t
answer the questions or even pro
vide a way to answer them. That it
does ask the questions should count
for something...! think.

Cedarville/CSU places nineteeth in ROTC R anger com petition
Christina Lay
(Staff Writer
Have you wondered what became
of those guys who carried around
the army backpacks laden with
weird-looking paraphernalia? Well,
during Homecoming Weekend, nine
Cedarville and four Central State
Army ROTC cadets from the Cen
tral State Marauder Battalion went
to Ranger Challenge held at Fort
Knox, Ky.
The training that the Rangers en
dured prior to the Challenge took
about five hours a day, six days a
week for two and a half weeks.
During the entire training time, the
cadets carried a 30 pound ruck sack.
“Some Ranger teams, like the
one that placed first, had been prac
ticing together for nine months or
so. We only had about three weeks,”
sophomore Ranger Joel Deam said.
This year, 34 teams from 35 dif
ferent area universities converged
on Fort Knox to compete in eight
simulated battlefield events. The
Marauder Battalion placed nine
teenth of the 32 finishing teams.
Members of the Cedarville/Central
State Ranger team that traveled to
Fort Knox included freshman Paul
Best, sophomores Deam, Dustin
Klopp, Jeremy Preston, Lewis Pul
ley and Paul Roley, juniors Nathan
Houk, Charlie Robinson and Ben
Thirey in addition to four Central
State cadets.
The Rangers competed in three
events on Oct. 18 and five events on
Oct. 19.

The first event was Physical
Training, or PT. A team of nine men
from the Ranger squad did inten
sive pushups and situps and a twomile run. The average number of
pushups accomplished in two min
utes was 80. The average number of
situps in two minutes was 87. The
Rangers averaged a time of 12:15
for the run. All of these events were
done consecutively.
Event number two was B asic Rifle
Marksmanship. Nine members of
the Ranger squad (the standard num
ber of men from each team in each
event) shot 19 rounds from an M -16
A2. Nine of the rounds were used to
sight the rifle, and the following ten
were fired at bulls-eyes on the chests
of cardboard silhouettes resembling
people at distances from 25 to 300
meters.
The third part of the competition
was the rope bridge. One of the nine
Rangers swam across a river four to
five feet deep and fixed a rope to a
tree at the other side. The Rangers
secured the opposite end to another
tree and pulled the rope taunt. Each
Ranger— except the first one—
grasped the rope, flipped 180 de
grees until his back was facing the
water and hauled himself and his
ruck sack to the other side. The last
Ranger on the starting side untied
the rope and swam with it to the
opposite bank. They repeated the
process to return to the original
shore.
The first event on Saturday (the
fourth in Ranger Challenge) was

Grenade Assault. Teams of nine
cadets threw simulated grenades at
bunkers, in bunkers, in flatbed trucks
and at silhouettes in both concealed
and open positions. Real grenades
have shrapnel in them and have a
five meter kill radius. The grenades
used by the Rangers were formu
lated so that the explosives blew out
the bottom of the grenade and con
tained no shrapnel.
“They could still blow your hand
off, though,” Best said.
The Rangers used a technique
called “cooking o ff’ a grenade. In
this technique, the grenade is held
for several seconds after the pin is
pulled and then tossed. According
to Roley, this technique allowed
Rangers to invade a secure bunker
and blow up everyone inside with
out the people inside having time to
throw the grenade back.
Event five on Saturday was As
sembly. The Rangers raced each
other to put together an M-16 A1
(an old Vietnam-model gun) and an
M-60 (a machine gun).
“These [M-60’s] are the ones used
in Rambo,” Roley said.
Participants piled all the parts for
both an M -16 A 1 and an M-60 in the
center of his table. They then as
sembled both of the weapons com
pletely. There was a time limit of
seven minutes. Roley said the cold
weather made assembly difficult.
The rifle parts are quite small, and
participants were not allowed to
wear gloves.
Orienteering was event number

six. The Rangers were split into
three groups of two people each and
raced to markers placed in woods.
Participants were provided with a
map, a compass and a set of coordinates to check against their map.
The event had a time limit of two
hours with the goal of finding as
many markers as possible and copying down the point values printed
on each flag.
The Central State/Cedarville team
found 70 to 80 percent of the mark
ers and finished without getting lost.
“We ran the whole two hours, but at
least we had a good score,” Deam
said.
“This is the first year we haven’t
gotten lost. It was kind of embar
rassing [in the years past] having to
be looked for,” Roley said.
Event seven, Patrolling, which
characterizes the prime Rangermission, was Cedarville’s best event.
Nine Rangers went to scout out an
enemy base and returned with vital
statistics. The battlefield was a real
istic simulation with real Army of
ficers who tried to find and “kill”
the participants.
“We [the Cedarville/Central State
Rangers] were the only team to make
it back alive and with a completed
mission,” Roley said.
For the final event, the Rangers
ran a 10K, or 6.2 miles, with fuli
camouflage uniform, combat boots,
rifle and ruck sack. The Rangers ran
in the dark on a hilly dirt road with
300 other Rangers. The goal was
for eight of each team’s nine Rang-

ers to finish within 25 minutes of
each other and with full gear. The
Rangers from the Cedarville/Central State Marauding Battalion finished the race in one hour and eight
minutes.
“We could have made it in about
50 minutes, but we lost one person
and had to go find him,” Roley said,
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Clifton M ill strings 1,500,000 lights for annual Christmas display
Gareth Phillips
Assignment Editor
It is a misty evening, chilly, on
the verge of winter. The Clifton
Mill is usually closed by now, but
tonight there are still some pockets
of activity around the property. Sev
eral hired-hands are hard at work,
dressed warmly against the damp,
cold, night air; most of them hold
strings of Christmas lights in their
hands. Some stand at the top of
ladders, twining the cords around
tree branches, while others stand
off to the side, discussing the best
lighting positions.
At a moment’s glance around,
the fruit of their labor is already
obvious. The buildings and old-style
wooden fences on the Mill’s rustic
premises are outlined with beads of
twinkling light. The trees are also lit
up with a webbing of Christmas
lights; the glowing strings hang in
arcs between the branches.
Inside the Mill gift shop, several
women stand behind the counter.
They wait on the few customers
who have trickled in, despite the
weather, to get some ice cream or to
look at the souvenirs and trinkets—
m ugs, co o k ie-cu tters, dolls
(wooden, ceramic, and cloth) and
nearly 20 different flavors of candy
sticks, to name a few.
Everyone who anticipates the
Christmas season most likely spends
a good amount of time preparing
for the holiday and its festivities.
This is certainly true of the Clifton
Mill. One of the 48 remaining wa
ter-powered grist mills in America,
the Mill also serves country-style
morning and afternoon meals in its
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It takes hours of preparation to string the 1,500,000 tights over Clifton Mill's structure and surroundings. Anthony Sateriano and his son, Anthony Jr. had high powered lights
placed beneath the waterfall where it exits the grist mill. Photo by D. Blackburn

restaurant, year round. But for the
past three months, employees have
been working to set up the Mill’s
annual light display and its accompanying decorations.
Those visiting the Mill from Nov.
29 through Dec. 29 will see ap-

proximately a million and a half
Christmas lights decorating the Mill
premises illuminating the build*nSs’ fences>trees and even the flow
° f the adjacent waterfall. Anthony
Satariano, Jr., who with his father
co-owns the Mill, described the ori-
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tacing east off the bridge, one can see a stream bank covered completely in red Christmas lights. Photo by D. Blackburn.

gin of the light display.
“W e’ve been doing it ever since
we bought the Mill about nine years
ago. The first year, we didn’t do it
for the public. I just thought it would
be nice if we decorated the place
with Christmas lights, so we did. It
was much smaller then, and we
only used about 100,000 lights,”
Satariano said.
After so many people seemed to
enjoy the first light display, the Mill
put more into the second one; at that
point, they opened it to the public.
Since then, they have added detail
and size to the display every year.
The Mill itself, in a recent de
scriptive pamphlet (free upon re
quest at the Mill), admitted that its
light display has become somewhat
of a national legend. The magazine,
Midwest Living, featured the dis
play and reviewed it favorably in its
December, 1992 issue.
In addition to the Christmas lights,
this year’s display features a smallscale replication of the historic town
of Clifton and a number of model
river boats sailing up and down the
millrace. The replication copies a
number of Clifton buildings still in
good condition today, such as the
Opera House, the Blacksmith Shop
and the Civil War Shot Tower. Both
the model buildings and the model
boats were designed and crafted by
local artisans.

The display also includes the
country’s largest Santa Claus col
lection. The Satariano family has
collected more than 3,000 Santa
Claus figurines, statues, carvings,
shop displays, etc.
Satariano explained that while
most people who visit the display
are relatively local, some actually
stop by on trips from other coun
tries.
“About 90 percent of our visitors
are from the Dayton area, though
we do get a good number from
Columbus, Richmond, Ind. and a
few from Cincinnati. Sometimes,
we’ll have visitors from outside the
country— we’ve had a few from
Germany and Russia, and one from
New Zealand and Australia,” he
said.
In its best year, about 100,000
people came to view the light dis
play during the Christmas season.
This year, the light display is open
to the public from 6 to 10p.m., Nov.
29 until Dec. 29, Tuesday nights
excluded. Admission to the display
costs $3.75, and children six and
under get in free. The Mill suggests
Monday, Wednesday and Thurs
day evenings as the best opportuni
ties for leisurely viewing. Visitors
are advised to arrive at 5:45 to watch
as all the lights go on at once.
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Sports and Leisure.
W om en harriers place fifth in N A IA Students scan into chapel
Dachcl J. Stewart
(Staff Writer

According to Coach Elvin
King, the Cedarville College
women’s cross country team has
enjoyed a prosperous and excit
ing season. The team won the
Mid-Ohio Conference meet,
which automatically qualified

them for the NAIA nationals with
an at-large bid. At the MOC
meet, seniors Michelle Burson
and Julianne Pletcher, and jun
ior Becca Jenks were named AllMOC. Sophom ores B ecky
Jordan and Christy Taylor were
named H onorable M ention
MOC.

After the MOC meet, the team
ran at the NCC A A National Meet
at John Bryan State Park, where
they placed first. Pletcher, Jor
dan, Burson, Jenks and senior
Jill Zenner earned All-American
honors. Pletcher was the National
Champion. She was also selected
as the Wheeler Award winner,
being recognized as the best
Christian college runner in the
areas o f academics, Christian
witness and leadership.
Following the NCCAA Na
tional Meet, the team traveled to
Kenosha, Wis. to compete in the
NA IA N ationals. There the
women finished in fifth place—
the highest finish ever for the
cross country team and the best
placing o f any Cedarville ath
letic team in NAIA competition.
Pletcher finished tenth and Jor
dan twenty-ninth, both earning
All-American honors.
“This was the conclusion of a
great season,” King said.
The runners agreed that it was
a great season. “This season I
learned more than anything, the
best motivation for running is
this— I am to carry the gospel
everywhere because of the Great
Commission, even on the cross
country course. With this goal, I
need to run my best so that God
would be glorified and the mes
sage [of Christ] will be repre
sented,” Jenks said.

Jesse Deeonto
Staff Writer

In case you hadn’t noticed,
that pouch or pocket attached to
your keys holds something a little
different this year. It is still called
a “student ID,” but, like Peter
Parker (Spiderman), it seems to
have acquired some superhero
powers. Checking into chapel
has never been easier; with one
swipe under the scanner, a stu
dent records his or her atten
dance.
As the scanner reads the bar
code on the ID, it records the
date and time of the scan.
“Processing the information is
quicker than the former way,
giving students an up-to-date
account of their attendance,”
Dean of Women, Pat Bates said.
The clipboards w ere not
scrapped to force integrity. “We
wanted a check-in system that
would contribute to a quality
daily chapel experience for ev
eryone,” said Bates. The plan
was to use technology to make
things better for the students.
“We considered this system
more efficient and a less obtru
sive method of taking atten
dance,” said Bates. Because of
the easy, no pressure check-in,
students can concentrate on the
monumental task of finding a
friend in the large expanse called

The Jeremiah Chapel.
“We believe that the scanner
system is more convenient in
that students don’t have to go
through a particular door,” Bates
said.
Not only is the ample choice
of chapel-checkers more conve
nient, but it also makes for a
quicker entrance. Students can
simply choose the shortest lines.
Bates said the long check-in lines
of past years are gone.
Some problems have arisen in
the new system. Cards that would
not scan and scanners that would
not hold a charge had to be re
placed. However, malfunctions
have been infrequent. In fact,
the plan has been so successful
that Computer Services is re
searching further uses of the
scanner system.
Someday, student ID’s could
replace keys as the mode of ac
cess control for the outer doors
of dormitories. Scanners could
also record attendance at musi
cal recitals and food consump
tion at Chuck’s. According to
Head of Computer Services
Dave Rotman, the college has
already purchased the equipment
to put magnetic strips on the
cards. These strips would allow
computerized purchases at vend
ing machines.
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Senior education major Julianne Pletcher lead the women cross country team to a fifth
place finish at the NAIA national meet. This is the highest placing ever for any
Cedarville sports team. Photo by D. Blackburn.
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U nity and m ental toughness can y volleyball to 31-15 tecoid
Chris Robertson
(Staff Writer
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Under the leadership of new
head coach, Theresa Clark, the
volleyball team finished its sea
son at 31-15.
Though this is Clark’s first
year here, she brought with her
seven years o f experience from
Blackhawk Christian School in
Fort Wayne, where she taught
kindergarten as well as coached.
Once the initial transitional
hurdles were overcome, the sea
son had several highlights. Ac
cording to Clark, one word to
describe this season would be
“exciting.”
For the first time since its in
troduction nine years ago, the
team won the Cedarville Col
lege Invitational.
In a major victory for the Yel
low Jackets, rival Mount St. Jo
seph was defeated this year on
its own home court.
The only home loss was to
Walsh, which ended up finish
ing first in the Mid-Ohio Con
ference.
This year, Cedarville placed
third in the MOC, an improve
ment over last year’s fourth place
standing. First and second place
went to Walsh and Mt. Vernon
respectively.
In the NCCAA, the team was
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American Studies Program
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Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 546-3086; (202) 546-8913 (FAX)
asp@cccu.org
^orld Wide Web: http://www.cccu.org

A ll majors welcome!

district runner-up to Grace Col
lege. The deciding game was a
hard one. It was played during
Grace’s Homecoming Weekend;
therefore, Grace had the ulti
mate home court advantage.
However, the girls stayed men
tally in the game to the end.
Clark said it once took the Grace
team six rotations to get a point
from the Jackets.
An outstanding highlight for
the team was to receive the atlarge bid for the NCCAA na
tionals, held at Lee College in
Tennessee. Clark said it was in
teresting that the teams Cedar
ville lost to were the top three
teams, so Cedarville held right
with them throughout the tour
nament. The top three teams were
Christian Heritage C ollege,
Grace College and Western Bap
tist College respectively.
Clark said the team has stepped
up a level since August, some
thing she finds very encourag
ing.
Even when the team had lost
their first two games, and were
down in the third, they fought
on. Their attitude exhibited men
tal toughness and unwillingness
to give up.
Honor calls proved the team
honest. If a Cedarville player
realized that a referee or line
judge made a miscall in her fa
vor, she made that known to the
referee or line judge.
A constant feeling of unity per
vaded the matches. The team did
not cut one another down, even
when someone made an error.
Instead, they sought to always
be an encouragement. The girls
that were on the bench did not
just sit there; they were con-

Senior education major M arde Curry prepares to serve while the team looks on. Cedarville volleyball improved in MOC standings,
from fourth place last year to third this year. Photo by D. Blackburn.

stantly encourageing those who
were playing on the court.
Looking back on the season,
Clark said she is concerned that
some players did not get enough
playing time. She plans to make
changes to alleviate this prob
lem next year.
If possible, she would like to
m ix next year’s schedule
around. More October home
games and more away competi
tions in September would make
traveling easier since classes
will not have begun.

HELP WANTED
M en/W om en earn $480 w eekly assem bling
circuit boards/electronic com ponents at hom e.
E xperience unnecessary, w ill train.

Immediate openings your local area.

Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT. C200

Hey. Organizations and
Intramarai Teams
Get your group or team shirts and hats
"■embroidered* for that g la s s y look

*Yoci Name It*
?mbxoidezy and ^Mniqiie (^ b ffa x ei
ca ll u s at 7 6 6 - 4 5 0 5 or 7 6 6 -5 6 1 0
n ex t to C olonial Pizza

Cedarville Self-Storage
31 SOUTH MILLER STREET
SIZES AVAILABLE:
5X10,10X10,10X20
FOR INFORMATION CALL; 766-9780
OW NED AND OPERATED BY
SCOTT A N D BETTY JEAN BALDWIN
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Representing their Willets hail, from left to right, are social work major Rachel
Dyer, elementary education major Meredith McGahan, secondary education
major Beth Vencill, and elementary education major Lisa Mariano. All four girls
are sophomores.

Friends hang out under the Christmas lights. From left to right are sophomore
CIS major Mark Miles, freshman nursing major Jamie Wishart, freshman
communication arts major Jennifer Wishart, freshman elementary education
major Branda Leads, sophomore mechanical engineering major Andy Litteral,
sophomore accounting major Brian Gault, sophomore broadcasting major Don
Chapin, and sophomore biology major Jerami Cheatwood.

Freshman Christian education major Ryan Cohan, sophomore athletic training
major Jeremy Strong, sophomore physical education major Jason Doese, and
sophomore CIS major Jon Moore cuddle in Bethal.
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Senior elem entary education m ajor Julia Borje
apparently grew a mustache especially for open house.

Sophomore Bible major Deborah Chickering arrests
senior preseminary major Ray Townsend.

Junior special education major Amie Stout and junior Bible major Triska
Trost become flappers for the evening.
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